Cities and Ceremonies:
NATIONALISM AND CIVIC RITUAL IN
THREE NEW LANDS

DAME CATH TIZARD was euphoric. The spectacular opening ceremony of
Auckland's Commonwealth Games had gone off without a hitch. 'New Zealand
and our city are getting exposure world-wide in a way we could not have bought
for $80m.\ the Mayor explained. The floodlit ceremonies at Mount Smart
Stadium had been transmitted to more than 300 million people — almost 100
times New Zealand's own population — and viewers as far away as Toronto,
Glasgow, and Lusaka had witnessed the Maori rituals of welcome, admired the
colourful pageant of New Zealand's history, and joined in the sentimental
tributes to New Zealand's sporting heroes. This cloud of witnesses, visible and
invisible,reflectedback an enhanced sense of patriotic pride among Aucklanders
themselves. Cath Tizard shrewdly recognized these dual audiences when she
expressed her delight' with the feedback... from Aucklanders, and from visitors,
who were impressed with the beauty of the city, the country, and the friendliness
of the people. Hie national self-esteem has received a huge boost', she declared.1
In the global village, the Games' opening ceremony is the most characteristic
of tribal rituals. Whilereflectingessentially local traditions of history and ethnic
culture, the ceremonies at Mount Smart also conformed to the expectations of an
international audience familiar with more venerable traditions of civic ritual.
Logan Brewer's pageant of New Zealand history, which was the centrepiece of
the show, drew on local precedents, such as the 1890 and 1940 celebrations, as
well as the fashions set byrecentAmerican and Australian bicentenaries. The
history of such historical pageants and ceremonies offers rich food for thought,
both about the uses of the past in the societies of the New World and about the
changing role of the city in their national life.
Throughout their early years, most New World cities had laboured under a
historical inferiority complex. Planted by European exiles in the howling
wilderness, they could not boast the long and illustrious histories of Athens and
Rome, Paris and London. Their novelty, in European eyes, consisted in their
newness. 'There are no stone or marble ruins, no churches or museums to conjure
up memories of a historical past Everything is new and contemporary', noted an
early observer of Chicago.2 'Europeans are apt to be impatient of colonial towns,
1 New Zealand Herald, 25 January 1990.
2 Henry Sienlriewicz, Portrait of America, as quoted in David Hamer, New Towns in the New
World: Images and Perceptions ofthe Nineteenth-Century Urban Frontier, New York, 1990,p. 172.
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seeing in them collections of buildings neither large enough to be imposing nor
old enough to be mellowed with beauty or quaintness', declared William Pember
Reeves of New Zealand's towns.3 Yet in spite of their newness — or perhaps
because of it—the cities of the New World were to become indefatigable in what
Eric Hobsbawm has called, a little too cynically peihaps, 'the invention of
tradition' .4 David Hamer has recently observed, in his penetrating study of New
Towns in a New World, how the map of frontier settlements was quickly covered
with the names of old world cities.3 Business-minded Cincinnati proclaimed
itself 'the Tyre of the West'; cultured Adelaide likened itself to a 'modern
Athens'; Auckland, on the isthmus between two harbours, was compared to a
latter-day Corinth.6 Within a generation of their foundation, the cities of the New
World had drawn on the inspiration of the Old to create their own foundation
myths, their own pantheon of local heroes, their own public monuments and thenown calendar of civic ceremonies.
Since ancienttimes,civic ceremonial and local history had been inseparable
from the process of city-building. In his classic study of The Ancient City, Fustel
de Coulanges elucidated the vital connection between their 'rituals' and their
'annals'. 'There was no city, however small and obscure it might be, that did not
pay the greatest attention to preserving an account of what had passed within it',
he wrote. The city's history commenced with the act of foundation, and
continued by recounting the legends of the city's gods, its protecting heroes, and
the acts by which they had defended or saved it from disease, warfare, or disaster.
'The history of the city', Fustel de Coulanges concluded, 'told the citizen what
he must believe and what he must adore. Every city had its special history, as it
had its religion and its calendar.'7
The annals of New World cities, like their classical prototypes,reproducea
limitedrepertoireof mythic themes—the heroic journey, the foundation myth,
the treaty, and the battle. The city derives its legitimacy from the heroic acts of
those who voyaged to the new land, who founded the city, who made peace with
the original possessors of the soil and who overcame the trials of fire, flood,
pestilence, earthquake, and revolution.
The cities acquired historical significance as the destination of the voyagers
who founded them. The Pilgrim Fathers at Plymouth, or Captain Arthur Phillip
at Sydney Cove, are endowed with something of the legendary aura of Moses and
the Israelites or Jason and the Argonauts and are themselves the forerunners of
the thousands of other voyagers who have peopled the new land. The Great
Voyage is a story of adventure, of risk, of pilgrimage and, by its capacity to
3 William Pember Reeves, New Zealand, 2nd ed., London, 1927, p. 19.
4 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds, The Invention of Tradition, Cambridge, 1983.
5 Hamer, esp. ch. 5.
6 The examples quoted are from Richard C. Wade, The Urban Frontier: Pioneer Life in Early
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,Lexington, Louisville andSt. Louis, Chicago, 1959, pp. 330-1; Hamer, p. 211;
Auckland, the Capital of New Zealand and the Country Adjacent, London, 1853, pp. 14-15.
7 Numa Fustel de Coulanges, The Ancient City: A Study on the Religion, Laws and Institutions
of Ancient Greece and Rome (1864), New York, 1956,pp. 167-70. For a modem commentary on The
Ancient City see M.I. Finley, "The Ancient City: From Fustel de Coulanges to Max Weber and
Beyond', Comparative Studies in Society and History, 19,3 (1977), pp. 305-27.
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include voyagers from many origins and generations, it has—as we shall see—
an enduring appeal as the warrant for a pluralist sense of nationhood.
It therefore stands in contrast to the more patriarchal sense of nationality based
upon a foundation myth. In the minds of nineteenth-century antiquarians, and of
some later historians, the primary event of a city's history was its foundation—
the raising of the flag, the reading of the proclamation, the firing of the
ceremonial volley of shots, the laying out of the first street plan. According to this
tradition, the founding father (there were seldom founding mothers) was
invested with special visionary qualities and seminal virtues which were often
mysteriously transmitted to the city he fathered. Romulus and Remus, founders
of Rome, were the classical paradigm; but their colonial counterparts, Governor
Winthrop of Boston, Peter Stuyvesant of New York, John Batman of Melbourne,
Colonel Light of Adelaide, Colonel Simcoe of Toronto, and both Captain
William Hobson and John Logan Campbell of Auckland were often credited
with similar heroic qualities. The foundation myth, like all such patriarchal
histories, turns around ideas of legitimacy and pedigree. Though the character of
the founder may subtly change as his story isretold,its essential purpose remains
the same—it is to instil in the citizenry a reverence for what are seen as the city' s
original, and fundamental, ideals.8
In possessing the new land the founders often went through the forms of
conciliating the native inhabitants. To colonists themselves deeply imbued with
the sanctity of property, the treaty was seen both as a legitimation of conquest and
as a standard forregulatingfuturerelationsbetween the races. Side by side with
stories of exploration and foundation, therefore, they recounted stories of their
clemency and justice towards the native peoples. William Penn, the Quaker
founder of Philadelphia, had made his famous Great Treaty with the Delaware
Indians in 1682 and his example was followed, admittedly lessfrequentlythan
it was ignored, in many other new colonies. John Batman, founder of Melbourne,
signed such a treaty with the Doutta Galla Aborigines in 1835. In no other
national history, however, does a treaty assume the pivotal importance now
accorded to the Treaty of Waitangi in the history of modern New Zealand, though
its attachment is to die first place of its signing in the north, rather than to the
founding city which followed.
The epic voyage, the act of foundation, and the treaty were all aspects of the
single foundation myth. Although the Treaty of Waitangi was signed in a place
remotefromNew Zealand's main cities, as the society itself has become more
urbanized, and Maori a larger component of the urban population, the Treaty has
also assumed a more prominent place in the public rituals of the metropolis.
Traditional historians often saw the city's development as a flowering of the
potentialities implanted at its birth. In other cities, however, the work of the
founders was swiftly, and even violently, interrupted by new, and contradictory,
phases of development The story of many New World cities was distinguished
by the irruption of floods, fires, goldrushes, pestilences, speculative booms and
crashes, raids by hostile natives, civilrebellionand, in that paradigm of modern
8 For a discussion of the development of Melbourne's foundation myth see Graeme Davison, The
Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne, Melbourne, 1978, pp. 240-6.
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nations, the United States, by revolution and civil war. The history of the city,
therefore, was also a testament to the triumph of the founders' vision and the will
of its citizens over the hostility of nature and the tyranny of wicked men. The
Great Fires of London and Chicago, the Battle of Bunker Hill and the Eureka
Stockade, the earthquakes of San Francisco and Napier would all become the
stuff of local legends.
The moral sustenance which citizens drew from their city's history depended
in part upon the legacy of stories, ceremonies, monuments, and sacred sites
handed down by earlier generations; in part upon the felt needs and anxieties that
selected and reshaped those materials to a present-day use. In times of rapid
social change, citizens clung to the stabilizing virtues of the city's founders.
When ethnic loyalties threatened to divide them, they recalled the shared
experience of voyaging and that, figuratively speaking, they were all in the one
boat When the fate of the native peoples they had dispossessed sat heavily on
their consciences, their thoughts returned to the principles of justice enshrined
in the founders' treaties. And when the city's progress was threatened by natural
or economic disaster, they took courage from the knowledge that they had
overcome such crises before.
But while citizens were free, within limits, to fashion such usable pasts, their
calendar of anniversaries and centenaries was governed as much by arithmetic
as by social expediency. The events which the calendar marked for celebration
were not necessarily the ones which citizens most felt like celebrating. Moreover, while in the ancient world 'each city had its special history', in the New
World of expanding global communications theritualsof one city were often
influenced, in style if not in substance, by those of others. Boston, Sydney, and
Auckland—the three historic harbourside cities discussed in this paper—have
enjoyed special places in the national consciousness of the United States,
Australia, and New Zealand. Once the sites of historic events, they have now
become stages for the presentation of distinct, yet increasingly convergent, civic
rituals.
Boston 1875-1975
The American Revolution had no sooner ended than the process of patriotic
myth-making began.9 Boston, the self-styled 'Cradle of Liberty', had been the
home of some of die most famousrevolutionaries— Benjamin Franklin, John
Hancock, and Samuel Adams — and it had witness»! some of its most
momentous events — the Boston Tea Party, the 'Boston Massacre', and the
Battles of Concord, Lexington, and Bunker Hill. The protests of Boston's
artisans had appropriated many of the symbols of British radicals—its bonfires
and torchlight processions, its burnings in effigy, its feasts and orations, its
Liberty songs and Liberty Tree. In the generations that followed, these symbols,
and the events of the Revolution itself, were incorporated into a distinctive local
9 The foremost study is Michael Kammen, A Season ofYouth: The American Revolution and the
Historical Imagination, New Yoik, 1978.
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tradition of re-enactments and patriotic celebrations.
By the 1870s, as the centenary of the Revolution approached, the last grizzled
veterans of the Revolution had gone to their graves and it was left to their
grandsons and great-grandsons to lead the tributes to theirrecedingmemory. The
simple, dignified, semi-religious ceremonies cm the battlefields at Concord,
Lexington, and Bunker Hill were gradually being superseded by the brass bands,
fireworks, and razzmatazz of a more strident patriotism.
As memory faded into history, Bostonians developed a new reverence
towards the shrines and sacred sites of the Revolution. From the 1830s and
1840s, the city's literary men, many of whom had settled in suburban Concord,
had led the movement to immortalize the heroes of the Revolution in verse and
monuments. In 1837 Ralph Waldo Emerson had composed his 'Concord Hymn'
to mark the dedication of a stone obelisk at the Old North Bridge where his
grandfather had witnessed the slaying of thefirstBritish Redcoats.11 In 1875, the
centenary of the battle, Emerson, now in his 73rd year,returnedto the bridge to
witness the unveiling of a second monument—a heroic bronze statue of a defiant
Minuteman bearing an inscription from his now-famous poem:
By the rude bridge that arched the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood
Andfiredthe shot heard round the world.12
The patriotic fervour of the Centennial hastened moves to identify and
conserve Massachusetts' historic sites and buildings. Many of the farms and
homesteads around Concord and Lexington were still inhabited by descendants
of the Minutemen. 'Never were classic scenes and historic objects, the most
honourable and ancient in the country, in more complete preservation', remarked
one visitor. On Lexington Common, where the colonists had first faced British
troops on the morning of 19 April 1775, visitors were assisted in their historical
pilgrimage by local guides. 'Every spot having a history was duly labelled, like
relics in an old museum.'13
The relics of revolutionary Boston, meanwhile, were rapidly disappearing
10 John Jennings, Boston: Cradle of Liberty 1630-1776, New York, 1947, offers a clear narrative
bat more illuminating are several recent essays by social historians: Alfred F. Young, 'English
Plebeian Culture and Eighteenth Century American R articalism' in Margaret Jacob and James Jacob,
eds. The Origins of Anglo-American Radicalism, London, 1984,pp. 155-213; DiikHoerder,'Boston
Leaders and Boston Crowds, 1765-1776' in Alfred F. Young, ed.. The American Revolution: Explorations in the History of American Radicalism, De Kalb, 1976, pp. 233-71; Alfred F. Young,
'George Robert Twelves Hewes (1742-1840): A Boston Shoemaker and die Memory of the
American Revolution', William and Mary Quarterly, XXXVII (1981), pp. 559-623.1 am grateful to
Rhys Isaac for guiding me into the recent literature on the Revolution in Boston.
11 Michael Cowan, City of the West: Emerson, America and the Urban Metaphor, New Haven,
1967; Robert A. Gross, 'Transcendentalism and Urbamsm: Concord, Boston and the Wider World',
Journal ofAmerican Studies, 18 (1984), pp. 361-81.1 was able to visit the battlefields at Concord
and Lexington on several occasions during 1988-9.
12 Boston Evening Transcript, 19 April 1875; Concord Massachusetts, Concord, n.d.
13 ibid.
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beneath the juggernaut of urban redevelopment Patriots had only recently won
the battle to save the Old South Meeting House, where their forebears had
assembled to protest against the hated British tax on tea. Several other 'sacred
edifices' of the Revolution — such as Faneuil Hall, where Bostonians had
protested against the Stamp Acts, and the Old State House, where they had
assembled to hear the Declaration of Independence — were also still standing.
But as Richard Winthrop, a descendant of Massachusetts' first governor, noted
in his centennial oration, the claims of history would not necessarily prevail
against the imperatives of city growth:
Certainly, if Faneuil Hall was the Cradle of Liberty, the Old State House was the Cradle
of Independence, and our Old South was the nursery of Liberty and Independence both;
and if these sacred edifices are indeed destined to disappear [he pleaded] let us see to it
that some comer of their sites, at least, be consecrated to monuments which shall tell their
story in legible lettering to our children and our children's children forever.14
Other sacred sites, such as the place on Boylston Street once occupied by the
famous 'Liberty Tree', were now marked by such inscriptions. In the 1870s the
movement for die preservation of historic buildings still competed strongly with
the impulse, more characteristic of the early nineteenth century, to pay tribute
through monuments and inscriptions.
Bostonians were eager to promote their city's historic significance—notleast
because of the commercial rewards of historical tourism. The 20,000 pilgrims
who rode the railway out to Concord and Lexington in April were outnumbered
ten times over by the visitors who converged on Boston—'the sacred Mecca of
the American people'—for the anniversary of the Batde ofBunker Hill in June.15
Contemporaries recognized, in the more strongly urban focus of the 1876
celebrations, a sign of the forces which werereshapingthe life of the nation as
a whole. In their tributes at Concord and Lexington, centennial orators had dwelt
upon the characteristically rural virtues of the Minutemen: 'The men who fell on
this green, under the shadow of the village church, willing martyrs, were men
born andrearedhere, taught at the village school and from the village pulpit,
freeholders of your own lands, voters in your town meetings, organised into the
militiaofyour little community', declared Richard Dana at Lexington.16But they
also recognized the irresistible, centripetal drift of the nation's life towards the
great cities. 'In New England the characteristic village and local life of the last
century perishes in the age of steam', concluded George Curtis at Concord.' Thus
steam and telegraph tend to the concentration of capital and the consolidation of
political power, a tendency which threatens liberty and which was virtually
unknown when therepublicbegan and was unsuspected fifty years ago.'17 The
growth of foreign immigration and the rise of big city political machines
14 ibid. Early moves to preserve buildings from Boston's revolutionary past are mentioned in
Walter M. Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History, 2nd ed., Cambridge, Mass., 1968, pp. 1678. Winthrop's speech is further discussed in Kammen, pp. 59-61.
15 Boston Evening Transcript, 18 June 1875.
16 ibid., 19 April 1875.
17 ibid.
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threatened the survival of that more intimate form of societyrepresentedby the
New England town meeting.
Bostonians, however, were eager to assert their solidarity with the cause of
liberty. On the evening of 18 April a service was traditionally held in Boston's
Old North Church to mark the anniversary of the moment when a lamp was raised
into the belfry of the church warning the satellite communities of the approach
of British troops. Its rays, declared George Loring in his sermon in 1875,
'streamed across the land as a signal fromrevolutionaryBoston to a people
determined to be free'.18 The solidarity betweenrevolutionaryBoston and the
Minutemen of Concord and Lexington was most vividly symbolized by the
midnightrideof the Boston silversmith Paul Revere to warn the outlying towns
of the British advance — an episoderecentlyimmortalized in the famous poem
by the Harvard professor, Henry Longfellow, and since re-enacted on each
anniversary.
Boston's own centennial celebrations culminated in the commemoration, on
18 June 1875, of the Battle of Bunker Hill, the confused and bloody encounter
in which British troops dislodged the colonial militiafromthe heights overlooking
the garrison at Charlestown, just a mile across the harbourfromBoston. Since
1843 a huge granite obelisk commemorating the battle had commanded the
northern prospectfromthe city." Compared with the celebrations of April, the
Bunker Hill ceremonies were both more metropolitan and more militaristic in
character. Processions, brass bands, and military men — including President
Ulysses S. Grant—were to the fore. In the minds of most spectators, memories
of the Revolution were overlaid byfresh,unhealed memories of that second, and
even bloodier, national trial, the Civil War between North and South. A major
feature of the anniversary was the presence of invited delegations of militia from
the southern states and, in their speeches, Bostonians sought to further 'the
benign work of reconciliation' by emphasizing the solidarity between the sons
of South and North who had' stood shoulder to shoulder in that grand old time' .20
Under the pressures of historical circumstance, then, Bostonians in 1875
reinterpreted die traditional symbolism of the Revolution toreflectmore timely
themes of national brotherhood. The occasion for celebration had been determined by the unalterable logic of the calendar, but the celebrations themselves
took their character from the circumstances of the time. As the myth was reshaped to fit new circumstances, so was the nature of therevolutionaryinheritance itself transformed.
A hundred years later, when it wastimefor Bostonians to mark the bicentenary
of the Revolution, the incongruities between the foundation myth and the
nation's circumstances were even more striking. 'It would be hard to imagine a
more painful approach to a time marked for national celebration', remarked the

18 ibid.
19 Karamen, pp. 35,85, and forabrief history of the Bunker Hill monument see Susan and Michael
Southworth, A JA. Guide to Boston, Chester, Conn., 1984, p. 368.
20 Boston Evening Transcript, 18 June 1875.
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journalist Anthony Lewis in 1976.21 Hie Kennedy assassinations, the Vietnam
War, Watergate, die energy crisis, and continuing racial violence had tarnished
the American dream oflife, liberty, and happiness. There was a tragic irony about
celebrating the independence of a small colony from a great empire when
America, itself now an imperial force, had sorecentlybeen humiliated by a small
Asian nation fighting a so-called 'war of national liberation'. And it was hard,
in the aftermath of Watergate, to celebrate the triumph of democraticrightsover
the excesses of monarchical government
Plans for the American Bicentennial were begun by the Johnson administration
in the 1960s, substantially modified under Richard M. Nixon, and brought to
fruition in the last days of America'sfirstunelected President, Gerald Ford.22 In
1970, when Nixon endorsed the plans of the Bicentennial Commission, he
signalled a retreat from the grandiose mood of the earlier celebrations. The
Massachusetts senators, Brooke and Kennedy, hadfoughta successful campaign
against the plans of Philadelphia, site of the original Declaration of Independence, to monopolize the Centennial celebrations with a colossal World's Fair
similar to the 1876 Exposition. 'There can be no single Bicentennial city', Nixon
assured the jealous contenders. Of Thomas Jefferson's hallowed trinity of
national ideals, Nixon played down the first two — life and liberty — but
reinterpreted the third — 'the pursuit of happiness' — in terms of that fashionable catch cry of the early 1970s, 'quality oflife'. 'Improving the quality oflife
is, in a sense, a more compelling concept in this era of advanced technology than
it was in the time of Jefferson', the President declared.23 The bicentennial organizers responded to the national mood with such environmentally-conscious
projects as tree plantings and building restorations. The moves begun in 1876 to
preserve and restore the fabric of revolutionary Boston culminated in 1976 in
scores offederally-funded restoration projects and in the creation of a thematically
unified tourist itinerary, 'The Freedom Trail'.
In the months preceding the Bicentennial, as die tragedy of Watergate
unfolded, there sprang up a vigorous left-wing opposition to the official
celebrations, under the auspices of the self-styled Peoples' Bicentennial Commission. Led by the former Yippy, Jeremy Rifkin, the PBC sought to turn the
revolutionary symbols of 1776 against the Republican administration and its
big-business allies. In December 1973, when Bostonre-enactedits famous Tea
Party, protesters almost outnumbered the official celebrants. As one of the makebelieve rebels cried out 'Down with King George', one of the modern-day rebels
replied, 'Down with King Richard'. At a meeting in Faneuil Hall, where Samuel
Adams had once denounced British tyranny, one of his descendants, Thomas
Boylston Adams, called for the impeachment of the President 'It is the recurring
tragedy of history', Adamsremarked,'that those to whom values inherited from
a valiant past should mean the most are the last to perceive their destruction. It

21 Boston Globe, 4 July 1976.
22 American Revolution Bicentennial Administration, The Bicentennial of the United States of
America: A Final Report to the People, I, Washington D.C, 1977.
23 Congressional Record, 116, Pait23, p. 31334(11 September 1970).
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was the fate of ancient Rome. It is up to us, the people, to prevent it happening
here.'24
Eighteen months later, when the anniversaries of Concord and Lexington
came round, the unloved President Nixon had departed, but the protests persisted. At the customary service in the Old North Church, his successor Gerald
Ford heard a preacher speak of a nation 'disturbed, divided and empty of clear
commitment'.23 Next day, on the slopes overlooking the Old North Bridge at
Concord, the long-haired, blue-jeaned supporters of the Peoples' Bicentennial
Commission held a Woodstock-style protest meeting. On the opposite bank,
where the British troops had once formed up, President Ford addressed the
official guests. He reminded them that it was here that the American colonists
fired the famous 'shot heard round the world', and, in a passage that would have
surprised Ralph Emerson as much as it infuriated the protesters, he proceeded to
develop the theme of America's expanding military might: 'From a newborn
nation with a few ships, American sea power now ranges the most distant shores'.
Boos and hisses erupted from the opposite shore, almost drowning out his words.
But if Ford struck a bellicose stance in relation to America's enemies, he adopted
a more fraternal stance towards his fellow-countrymen. Rejecting the spirit of
passionaterebellionwhich had animated the Minutemen, he appealed to more
conservative ideals of tolerance, reason, and unity. 'Now is the time for
reconciliation, not recrimination... reconstruction not rancour
We must
make this revolution an evolution and accept change with greater order and
greaterrestraint'26It was a speech more in the spirit of Thomas Hutchison, the
British governor of Boston, than of King George's troublesome subjects, John
Hancock and Samuel Adams.
^The most memorable event of the Bicentennial for most Bostonians came in
July 1976 when the city, taking its turn after New York and Philadelphia, hosted
the visit of an international fleet of sixteen Tall Ships and welcomed the beloved
successor of George HI, Britain's Queen Elizabeth II. Hundreds of thousands of
Bostonians and visitors lined the shore as the ships proceeded majestically down
the harbour. Only a handful of IRA sympathizers protested against the Queen's
arrival. The old Brahmin families, many ofthem descended from the revolutionists,
jostled to shake theroyalhand and get invitations aboard the Royal Yacht As the
Queen and the Duke toured the city' s historic North End, spectators, flushed with
the euphoria of the occasion, were even heard to call out the once-seditious
words: 'God Save the Queen'.27
The myths andritualswhich came to dominate Boston' s bicentennial celebrations, thai, had less to do with dierevolutionaryevents of 1776 than with the
predicament of a nation still aching from the wounds of war and constitutional
strife, longing ft»* the solace of friends, and desperate to think well of itself once
24 Boston Globe, 17 December 1973; The Bicentennial ofthe United States ofAmerica, I, p. 106.
On the People's Bicentennial Commission and earlier 'revolutionary' responses to the anniversary
see Philip S. Foner, ed., We, The Other People, Urban*, 1976.
25 Boston Globe, 19 April 1975.
26 ibid., 20 April 1975.
27 ibid., 12 July 1976.
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again. Boston, the 'Cradle of Liberty', enjoyed a rich legacy of indigenous
politicalritualsand symbols—the Liberty Tree, the Tea Party, the raised lamp,
the midnightride,the defiant stand of the farmers at Concord, and Lexington. Yet
in 1976 these powerful local symbols were largely set aside for the less authentic,
but more consoling, symbolism of the Great Voyage and the Friendly Monarch.
The Tall Ships are, above all, a symbol of that fundamental feature of all new
nations—the migration experience. They evoked the experience of voyaging—
of movement from diverse origins towards a common, but largely unknown,
destination. It was, perhaps, the very absence of specific historical content, as
well as its capacity to symbolize a pluralistic vision of nationhood, that would
help to make the Great Voyage the paramount modem myth, not only of the
United States, but of other new nations as well.
Sydney 1888-1988
By 1976,itseemed, Americans were almostembarrassed by their revolutionary
beginnings. Yet less than a century earlier, the American Revolution, and
American styles of patriotic ceremonial, had set the fashion for other nations to
follow. 'I am by no means sure that we should not act wisely by taking a leaf out
of the experience of our American cousins', declared Henry Paikes, Premier of
New South Wales, in proposing apatriotic oration as the highlight of the colony's
centennial celebrations.28 Others, recalling the success of Philadelphia's Centennial Exposition, called for Australia to follow suit A Sydney architect even
suggested that Sydney Harbour should be adorned by 'a colossal statue consisting of an idealfigureof Australasia, such as that which has been erected at New
York'.29
Yet anyone who pondered the histories of the United States and Australia
could not easily overlook their fundamentally different origins. While 1776
marked a Declaration of Independence from British rule and the birth of a free
society, 1788 had inaugurated the British conquest of a new land and the
foundation of a prison camp. Americans looked back to their Revolution as a
source of sustaining political values; AustraliansrememberedSydney Cove as
a reminder of the bondage from which they had gradually won their freedom. The
patriotic orators of 1888 averted their gaze from the colony's penal origins —
Henry Parkes, for example, called thefirstsettlers 'exiles' rather than 'convicts'
—and dwelt on the blessings ofbeing British rather than the shame of being born
in chains.30
Many Australians therefore preferred to avoid the invidious comparison with
their 'American cousins'. 'I do not know if there is any exact analogy between
our position and that of the United States on that occasion [the Centennial]; in
28 New South Wales Parliamentary Debates (NSWPD), 19,1886, p. 1656.Afulleraccountofthe
debate over the Australian centenary celebrations is contained in Graeme Davison, 'Centennial
Celebrations' in Graeme Davison, J. W. McCarty and Ailsa McLeary, ads, Australians1888, Sydney,
1987, pp. 1-29. On American comparisons see Noel McLachlan, ' "The future America": some
bicentennial reflections', Historical Studies, 17,68 (1977), pp. 361-83.
29 NSWPD, 23,1886, p. 5064.
30 Davison, 'Centennial Celebrations', p.15.
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fact there is no analogy at all', insisted Sir Patrick Jennings. Others conceded
the validity of the comparison but drew a more radical conclusion. Rather than
celebrating the anniversary of 26 January 1788, 'The day we were lagged', the
republican Bulletin urged Australians to celebrate the anniversary of 3 December 1854, the date of the Eureka Stockade and of the first engagement in the
struggle for Australian independence. 'Revolt is the parent of reform', it
declared,
and though Eureka Stockade fades into significance when placed beside Bunker's Hill,
the meaning and the impulse in each case of armed resistance were the same. In the dusky
dawn, when the hired soldiers of Imperialism crept forward to take by storm the rude
barricades erected by the insurgent citizens; when the ringing voice of Lalor thundered
out upon the damp air of morning; when, with the glistening dew beading their unshorn
beards, the stalwart diggers gripped with brown hands or swung aloft with brawny naked
arms the clubbed musket; then — then was heard in each heart an echo of the shot fired
by the New England farmer which won a nation's freedom and gave mankind another
lease of hope.32
On a future dusky dawn Australians — and New Zealanders — would again
experience such a baptism offire,but the battle they fought would not be on their
own soil, and the 'soldiers of Imperialism' would be their comrades and not their
enemies.
The American Revolution had created its ownricharray of national symbols.
But there was little in the ceremonial life of the Australian colonies, or in the
environs of their cities, to inspire Australians with a similar sense of their
country's history. 'Australia has no state religion; Australia has no shrine;
Australia has no Capitol', one patriot mournfully observed.33 The solution, according to some politicians, was to create them deliberately. Henry Parkes's
grandiose proposal to erect a State House in the midst of the new Centennial Park
on Sydney's southern fringe was intended to supply such a national shrine. It
would include Phillip Hall, named after the nation's founder, as a place for great
national ceremonies; the Macquarie Institute, as a national library, gallery and
museum; and a public mausoleum as arestingplace for the nation's mighty dead.
It was as though Australia's Capitol, Smithsonian Institution, and Arlington
Cemetery were to be rolled into one.34 Parkes's idealism was alsoreinforcedby
the more parochial ambition of projecting his own city, Sydney, as the capital of
a federated Australia.
Long before it had been shelved for lack of funds, however, Parkes's scheme
had collapsed under the weight of publicridicule.'It was not an edifice itself, but
its associations, its surroundings, and the events belonging to it, that constitute
a national building in the proper sense of the word', declared the Sydney Morning
HeraldRegrettably, most of the associations and surroundings of Sydney's
31
32
33
34
35

NSWPD, 23,1886, p. 5062.
'The Day We Ought to Celebrate', Bulletin, 21 January 1888.
Nicholas Hawken, NSWPD, 30, 1887-8, p. 2683.
Henry Parkes, ibid., 27,1887, pp. 2325 ff.
Sydney Morning Herald, 1 July 1887 (editorial).
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buildings were not inspirational in the desired way. Unable to look back cm their
origins with pride, or to manufacture the patriotic shrines and ceremonies that
history had failed to supply, Sydneysiders were left to mark their centenary with
a lack-lustre round of speeches, banquets, sporting contests, statue-unveilings,
and foundation-stone layings dressed up in the familiar rhetoric of British
imperialism. Altogether there was little save, perhaps, for the traditional regatta
on Sydney Harbour—a regular feature of Anniversary Day since the 1830s—
that could be considered authentically or distinctively Australian.
A hundred years later Australian patriots were not much better off. Like the
American Bicentennial, Australia's 200th birthday was approached amidst a
period of social and political turmoil. While memories of the Vietnam War were
fading, the 1975 constitutional crisis, when Gough Whitlam's Labor government had been dismissed from office by the Queen's representative, was still
fresh in people's minds. Preparations for the Bicentenary began under Whitlam's
successor, Malcolm Fraser, who appointed an Australian Bicentennial Authority
led by the Australian Democrat, David Armstrong.36 Influenced by the style of
the American Bicentennial, and by the vogue of multiculturalism, the ABA
planned a diverse, year-long programme of celebrations under the pluralistic
slogan 'Living Together'. No sooner was the slogan launched than it was
torpedoed by the objections of moral conservatives provoked by its implications
of sexual naughtiness. The government substituted the more chauvinistic 'The
Australian Achievement', but the programme was little altered. With the advent
of the Hawke government in 1982 the old slogan 'Living Together' made a brief
comeback but it was also jettisoned in 1985 when, after the sacking of David
Armstrong, a reconstituted ABA, ledby the businessman James Kirk, gave us the
'Celebration of a Nation'. This was an anodyne, as well as inaccurate, motto but
it had the kind ofjingling euphony that appealed to the advertising and marketing
people who were to take a prominent role in the organization of the celebrations.
Implied in the choice of a slogan was the question of whether the Bicentenary
was to be a celebration, or merely a commemoration, of 1788. There were some
Australians who wanted a traditional patriotic birthday thatre-enactedthe events
of 1788, paid tribute to Captain Phillip as the founder of the nation, and
celebrated the Anglo-Saxon civilization he brought with him. They feared that,
under David Armstrong, the Bicentenary would be hijacked by Communists,
feminists, Aboriginal protesters, and other 'unpatriotic' elements.
Even before the ABA programme had been drawn up, a group of enthusiasts
led by Jonathan King, a descendant of one of Governor Phillip's lieutenants,
Phillip Gidley King, had begun preparations tore-enactthe voyage of the First
Fleet from England to Australia, lliey hoped to raise most of the costs of the
venture by selling passages to fellow adventurers and film and television rights
to the main networks, but they also applied for assistance to die ABA The ABA
was less than enthusiastic. It was concerned—justifiably as it turned out —
36 Gavin Souter, 'Stormy Passage of a Celebration', Age, 12 September 1987; Peter Spearritt,
'Celebration of a Nation: Tbt Triumph of Spectacle', in Susan Janson and Stuart Macintyre, eds.
Making the Bicentenary, special issue of Australian Historical Studies 23,91 (1988), pp. 3-20.
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about the economics of the venture as well as the moral and political implications
of a re-enactment37 It may have had in mind the unhappy precedent of the 1938
Sesquicentenary celebrations when, as part of a re-enactment of the arrival of the
First Fleet at Sydney Cove, about 30 Aborigines from outback reserves were
virtually kidnapped and brought to Sydney, where they were put up overnight at
the Redfem police lock-up, before being taken to Sydney Cove to perform a
corroboree and shake their spears at the advancing Redcoats.38
But the ABA had another reason to be lukewarm about the First Fleet reenactment Since 1976, when he witnessed the progress of the Tall Ships up the
Hudson River, David Armstrong had wanted to make a similar spectacle the
centrepiece of Australia's birthday party.39 What event could better express the
multicultural ideal than the arrival of a fleet of Tall Ships crewed by the youth
of many nations? Here was a vision of nationhood with more appeal to postwar
immigrants of non-British background than the foundation myth of die First
Fleeters. The trans-oceanic journey of the Tall Ships would also have its crosscountry counterparts. In 1976 the Americans had driven a horse-drawn waggon
train across the continent; in 1988 Australians would stage a Cobb and Co. coach
journey up the East Coast, a camel train journey from the Outback to the
Queensland coast and a travelling exhibition hauled by 30 pantechnicons.40
The most appealing aspect of die Tall Ships was their affinity with that most
spectacular of Australian outdoor theatres — Sydney Harbour. Its beauty and
immensity had captivated observersfromthe beginnings of the colony. 'I had the
satisfaction of finding the finest harbour in the world in which a thousand sail of
the line mayridein the most perfect security', declared Arthur Phillip in his first
despatch.41 Two hundred years later an estimated two million Sydneysiders and
visitors crowded the foreshore and hilltops to watch the Tall Ships and the First
Fleet sail down the harbour with their immense escort of pleasure boats. It was
an unforgettable sight
In the months preceding the centenary, the New South Wales government
seemingly possessed by the same 'edifice complex' as inspired Sir Henry
Paikes's 'State House', had been endowing the city with a new generation of
public monuments. Along Darling Harbour the few remnants of Sydney's

37 Jonathan King's view of the affair is given in his The Battlefor the Bicentenary, Sydney, 1989.
The conservative response to the Bicentenary is illustrated in Ken Baker, 'The Bicentenary:
Celebration or Apology?', IP A. Review, 38, (1985), pp. 175-82, and Peter Coleman, 'The Great
Australian Death Wish', Quadrant, May 1985, pp. 7-8.
38 Jack Homer and Marcia Langton, 'The Day of Mourning', in Bill Gammage and Peter Spearritt,
eds, Australians 1938, Sydney, 1987, pp. 29-35; Andrew Maikus, Blood from a Stone: William
Cooper and the Australian Aborigines' League, Sydney, 1988.
39 Souter,'Stormy Passage'.
40 The Bicentennial of the United States of America, I, pp. 44,92-93. Among the other features
of the Australian Bicentenary apparently borrowedfromthe American programme were a travelling
exhibition, heritage grants, and a national historic records search. Compare Australian Bicentennial
Authority, Annual Reports, 1988,1989.
41 Phillip to Lord Sydney, 15May llSS.asquotedm AlaaFrost, Arthur Phillip 1738-1814: His
Voyaging, Melbourne, 1987, p.166.
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colonial waterfront were being erased to make way for the exhibition halls,
museums, casinos, discovery villages, and aquariums of a new leisure city.42
Sydney, like Boston, was not without its historic sites — the stone footings of
Phillip's own First Government House had onlyrecentlybeen found by archaeologists under a city building site—but among citizens captivated by images of
modernity they did not seem as sacred as the Harbour Bridge or the Opera
House.43
There was little in the ceremonies of 26 January 1988 toremindSydneysiders
of the historic event which they were supposed to be commemorating. The only
British naval officer to step ashore at Sydney Cove was that honorary Aussie, the
Prince of Wales, accompanied by the popular Lady Di. On the concourse beside
the Opera House the Prince inspected a detachment of Australian Army regulars
dressed, for the occasion, in eighteenth-century military garb, the so-called
'Heritage Guard'. In their speeches, neither the Prince nor Prime Minister
Hawke once mentioned the names of Phillip or the First Fleet, although the
Prince managed a cheeky allusion to his own youthful 'transportation' to
Australia and developed the gratifying contrast between the prison of 1788 ('the
worst place in the world') and die 'whole new free people' of present-day
Australia ('the best place in the world').
Like President Ford at Concord, Bob Hawke steered his audience away from
the painful facts of history towards the historically vague, but more reassuring,
mythology of the Great Voyage. 'For the past 200 years and to this day', he
affirmed, 'we have been a nation of immigrants.' Australians not only enjoyed
a 'common bond of institutions, language and culture' but 'our very diversity is
an ever-growing source of vitality and strength'.44 Instead ofre-countingor reenacting the events of 1788, the Bicentenary organizers had settled for a vague,
and largely synthetic, historicism. Like Mrs Hawke's jaunty Akubra and the
slouch hat which the Prince later donned to protect the royal pate from the
January sun, the symbols of nationalism had become articles of apparel to be
worn for a day, doffed to the crowd, andreturnedto the closet until the next
anniversary.
The Great Voyage was an inclusive myth but it did not include eveiyone. The
people who caused most anxiety to the organizers of the Bicentenary, and whose
predicament perhaps made the speechmakers steer clear of specific references
to 1788, were those whose forebears had been dispossessed by thefirstEuropean
settlers, the Australian Aborigines. In 1938 many Aborigines had marked the
anniversary as a Day of Mourning. In 1976 Native Americans had also threatened to boycott the American Bicentenary. One of their spokesmen, using
language similar to that later employed by Australian Aborigines, declined to

42 John Stevens, 'Will Sydney fall for Bailie's darling?', Age, IS January 1888.
43 Ann Bickford, 'Romantic Ruins', in Graeme Davison and Chris McConville, eds, A Heritage
Handbook, Sydney, 1990 (forthcoming); John Mulvaney, A Good Foundation: reflections on
heritage of the First Government House, Sydney, Canberra, 1985.
44 Age, 27 January 1988. Some of the details of this account are also based on the Australian
Broadcasting Commission television broadcast of the Australia Day celebrations.
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join the Bicentennial Waggon Train because 'we feel the invitation was like the
Germans inviting the Jews to celebrate Hitler's rise to power'.43
The protests of 1988, however, were far more sustained and unanimous than
those of 1976. The Australian Bicentenary, after all, commemorated, not a
popularrevolution,but the very act of European conquest. It highlighted the fact
that the land had been taken without negotiation, without a treaty, and without
compensation. It came at the end of a decade which had seen the emergence of
a self-confident and successful political movement seeking the restoration of
land rights to Aborigines and calling for a Treaty between black and white
Australians. And finally, in the preceding months, the legacy of dispossession
had been tragically dramatized by an epidemic of violent deaths among young
Aboriginal men while in police custody. It was hard for white Australians to
rejoice in their emancipation from the fetters of convictism while descendants of
the country's original inhabitants were dying in prison cells.
As 26 January approached, Aborigines throughout Australia began to mobilize.
More than 500 people from the Northern Territory made their own symbolic
journey in a convoy of cars and minibuses down through outback Queensland
and New South Wales to Sydney. When the Tall Ships arrived in Melbourne a
group of Aboriginal women carried out a mourningritualon the wharf and cast
wreaths of wattle into the water around the ships.44 On the morning of 26 January
about 15,000Aborigines and their supporters marched through Sydney's streets,
carrying their distinctivered,black, and yellow flags, towards the tent embassy
under Lady Macquarie's Chair, on the eastern shore of Sydney Cove, where their
ancestors had once watched, amazed, as the white sails of the invaders came in
view. Ironically, it was the Aboriginal protesters, not the official organizers of
the Bicentenary, who staged the only re-enactment of the events of 1788 and it
ended, not with the raising of the Union Jack, but with Captain Phillip being
thrown into 'the finest harbour in the world'.
Auckland 1890-1990
Australia was a new land born without a birthright. Englishmen had their
Magna Carta, Americans their Declaration of Independence, Frenchmen their
Declaration of the Rights of Man. But the British acquisition of New South
Wales was the act of an authoritarianregimeaccomplished with littleregardfor
therightsof either the principal settlers, the convicts, or of its native inhabitants.
Penal servitude and racial genocide would become the stigmata of Australian
patriotism.
New Zealanders—so like Australians in so many ways—rejoice in a prouder
national pedigree. It was the more honourable pursuits of trade, agriculture, and
missionary enterprise which attracted the first free settlers and their arrival in
1840, under the watchful eye of British humanitarians, was swiftly followed by
45 The Bicentennial of the United States ofAmerica, I, pp. 130,193, and compare the statements
ofAustralian Aborigines in 'What Aborigines really want: education not celebration', Age, 15 October
1987; Eve Fesl, 'What is there to celebrate in 1988?', ibid., 12 May 1987; Tom Duggan, 'Making
a pact for the future', ibid., 26 August 1987.
46 ibid., 1,22 January 1988.
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the conclusion of a treaty with the native people, the Maori. The Treaty of
Waitangi, signed by Captain William Hobson, the Queen'srepresentative,and
more than 500Maori chiefs, in its English text asserted the sovereignty of Queen
Victoria over the land of New Zealand, guaranteed the Maori in the possession
of their lands, forests and fisheries, and conferred on the chiefs therightsand
privileges of British subjects. Not all the Maori chiefs agreed to sign the Treaty
and not all the signatories, even on the British side, clearly understood its
meaning, let alone that of the Maori text. No sooner had the Treaty been signed
than some settlers began to break it and some chiefs torepenttheir compliance.
In 1844, Hone Heke, the first Maori signatory to the Treaty, dramatized his
opposition to British rule by chopping down the British flagpole at Kororareka
near Waitangi, and sacking the township. From thefirst,then, Waitangi has been
a symbol ofboth trust and betrayal, of concord and protestYet itremains,as New
Zealanders wereremindedagain in 1990, 'our founding document... the only
symbol we have of our life together as a nation'.47
Fundamental as it is now to the sense of New Zealand nationality, the Treaty
has not always figured prominently in national celebrations. A hundred years
ago, on the fiftieth anniversary of the British settlements at Auckland and
Wellington, memories of the New Zealand wars were still fresh in peoples'
minds. Many of the pioneers of 1840 were still alive, and the celebrations were
designed more to honour their achievements, and the material progress of the
colony as a whole, than torecallNew Zealanders to the principles of the Treaty.
The triumphant raising of the British flag, rather than the meeting of the two races
on the level surface of the marae, provided the essential symbolism of the
occasion. The first settlers were depicted as having come to 'a wild country
tenanted by a wild people' but they had transformed it, in only 50 years, into a
modem, uĀan society:
Today the Colony stands as a great monumental result of their labours. The Maori with
his fierce tribal wars, his mystic religious customs, and cannibalism, has vanished before
the inevitable force of civilization. The bush that clothed die hills and valleys has almost
disappeared, giving place to towns, villages, stations and farms. The beach where the
Maori landed in his gay canoe is now thronged with people bom of another race, who
traffic on the high seas, who talk along wires, and whose railway trains speed over the
cultivated plains that but a generation ago were swamp and ti-tree **
In this progressive, materialistic vision, urbanization was an index of natural
maturity. Forgetting how relatively small and scattered were New Zealand's
towns, patriotic poets conjured up the appealing picture of a land of 'teeming
cities'.49
47 New Zealand Government Advertisement, New Zealand Herald, 5 February 1990. Claudia
Orange, The Treaty qf Waitangi, Wellington, 1987, p. 40-41, brings out the ambiguities created by
the use of the English words 'sovereignty' and the Maori 'Kawanatanga' (Governorship) in the two
versions of the Treaty. (I am grateful to Bain Attwood for discussion of this point.)
48 New Zealand Times, 22 January 1890, and see the brief description of the day in Keith Sinclair,
A Destiny Apart: New Zealand'sSearchfor National Identity, Wellington, 1986, ch. 12,'Holy Days'.
49 S. Clarke Johnston, 'Zealandia: A Song in Five Decades', NewZealandTimes, 23 January 1890;
Alex M. Ferguson, 'New Zealand's Jubilee', ibid.
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If New Zealand's fiftieth birthday was less impressive than it might have
been, the comparative immaturity and dispersion of the nation's towns may have
had something to do with it The celebrations began on 22 January in Wellington
with a commemoration of thefirstlanding byrepresentativesof the New Zealand
Company at Port Nicholson. Auckland celebrated the landing of Commander
Hobson in early February. And Dunedin, following the example of Philadelphia
and Melbourne, won the lion's share of international attention with an exhibition
that ran through the later part of the year. The ceremonies at Waitangi itself were
comparatively inconspicuous. 'New Zealand jubilating in sections was a sorry
sight', remarked one observer, who called for the establishment of a single
national day.30 The 'discordant mess' of rival celebrations was seen as a
symptom of the country' s obstinate provincialism. 'There is no part of the world
where the individuation of places is so pronounced as in New Zealand', declared
another critic:' Townrivalstown, and hamlet, hamlet, each onefightsto the bitter
end for its own hand'.51
In the processions, pageants, speeches, and sports marking the jubilee, Maori
were generally assigned a separate and subordinate part. No attempt was made
to draw upon therichtradition of Maori ceremonial in devising an authentically
national style of publicritual.In Wellington, where a symbolic tableau of New
Zealand in 1840 and 1890 was played out, only a few Maori dressed in European
costume joined the procession while the rest 'played the part of sightseers and
holidaymakers'.32 In Auckland, the canoe races, war dances, and processions
were poorly attended and European old-timers expressed disappointment with
the standard of the performance. 'It is only natural that the younger generation
of Maoris should not be expert in the dances of their forefathers, for they have
little practice nowadays', one Aucklander remarked.33
Few observers can have anticipated the prominent role which Maori traditions,
and the Waitangi Treaty itself, would play in the celebration of New Zealand
nationalism in the coming century. With the passing of the pioneer generation,
the style of national anniversaries inevitably began to change. Reunions of early
colonists gave way to costumedre-enactmentsof their deeds. Orations lauding
their patriarchal virtues were succeeded by the dedication of public monuments
immortalizing their memory.
In 1940, New Zealanders marked the centenary of British settlement at a
moment when Britain itself was about to face its sternest test At Wellington,
5000 spectators gathered on the Petone foreshore to dedicate a monument
modelled on the prow of the Aurora, the vessel bearing the first contingent of
settlers, which incorporated a commemorative window showing a Maori chief
extending a hand of welcome to the newcomers. Maori and Pakeha joined in a
historic pageantre-enactingthe scene on the ship Tory as Maori 'maidens' delightedly handled the bright blankets and trinkets proffered by the agents of the
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New Zealand Company. A few days later at Kororareka a smaller crowd
witnessed a re-enactment of Captain Hobson's landing. Maori girls dashed into
the sea, chanting a song of welcome, while Maori men performed a haka on the
shore.55
These gestures of welcome and racial concord represented a partial withdrawal
from the condescending treatment of Maori in 1890 while continuing, however,
to present them as the happy beneficiaries of British rule. Not all Maori were
content with such a version of New Zealand history. In the interwar years, the
Waitangi Treaty had become a powerful weapon in the hands of Maori leaders,
like Sir Apirana Ngata, who sought Pakeha assistance to develop Maori lands.
Tribal leaders of the Waikato and Taranaki, locked in disputation with the
government over confiscated land claims, boycotted the ceremonies at Waitangi
and even those who took part, like Ngata, saw the Treaty as an agreement as much
honoured in the breach as the observance. 'In retrospect, what does the Maori
see?', he asked. 'Lands gone, the powers of chiefs humbled in the dust, Maori
culture shattered and broken.'54 Only when Pakeha righted the wrongs of the
past, would Maori too be able to look forward.
There was a careful symmetry in the ceremonial exchanges on the shores of
Waitangi. Maori waka were greeted as they came ashore by costumed British
settlers, while the whaleboats bearing Captain Hobson and his fellow settlers
were welcomed by Maori chiefs. On a marae ringed by English oaks and native
puriri, Pakeha and Maori erected their own centennial monuments. In 1934 the
Governor-General Lord Bledisloe and his wife had given the house of James
Busby, the British Resident, as a 'national memorial'. Maori naturally aspired to
erect their own memorial, and in 1940 they dedicated a whare runanga, or
ceremonial meeting house, while the Pakeha dedicated further monuments to
Busby and Hobson.57
Despite the steady centralization of New Zealand's population, national
consciousness in the late twentieth century focused even more closely on the
remote shores of the Bay of Islands. By 1990 New Zealand was not only a more
urbanized society, with a quarter of its population in Auckland alone, but a more
troubled one. One by one, die props of the old British-derived sense of nationality
had collapsed. The Rainbow Warrior affair and the ban on nuclear ships had
crystallized a proud, but lonely, sense of independence from the great powers.
Economic decline and Rogernomics had fractured the social compact that
underlaid the country's tradition of state-provided social welfare. And die influx
of new settlers from the Pacific had transformed the biculturalframeworkof
New Zealand society into a more complex andfragilemulticultural one.
54 Dominion, 23 January 1940, and see Sinclair, pp. 239-40.
55 New Zealand Herald, 30 January 1940.
56 ibid., 7 February 1940.
57 ibid., 3,6,7 February 1940, and compare Michael King, 'Between Two Worlds' in W. H. Oliver,
ed., The Oxford History ofNew Zealand, Wellington, 1981, pp. 279-301. Orange, pp. 234-37, and
compare with Sir Apirana Ngata's plans for the runanga in his letter to Sir Peter Buck, 11 June 1933,
in M. P. K. Sorrenson, ed., Na toHoaAroha: From Your Dear Friend, Auckland, 1988, m, pp. 8788.
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Coming in the wake of the American and Australian bicentenaries, the 1990
Waitangi celebrations were shaped as much by international fashions as by local
traditions. Logan Brewer's Games Opening Ceremony was a striking blend of
traditional Maori ritual and Hollywood pzzazz. And while Maori protesters
condemned the ceremonies at Waitangi as 'a 1990 whitewash based on an
effective Australian formula', there was much in the Maori's own protests
reminiscent in style, as well as substance, of the American Indian boycott of 1976
and the Aboriginal demonstrations of Australia Day 1988.
The contrasting styles of the two main days of national celebration — at
Auckland and Waitangi — symbolized the tensions of the larger society. While
the Commonwealth Games Opening exemplified the competitive, commercial,
cosmopolitan values of New Zealand's metropolis, Waitangi Day was a reminder of those communal, local, and traditional values associated with the
Treaty itself.
Like Americans and Australians, New Zealanders had now discarded the
imperial assumptions of the old foundation myth for the pluralism of the Great
Voyage. In Logan Brewer's televised pageant successive waves of voyagers —
Maori in their waka, British sailors and missionaries under billowing white sails,
Pacific Islanders in their outrigger canoes — navigated the blue plastic ocean of
Mount Smart arena towards the welcoming shores of New Zealand.58 At Waitangi,
too, naval frigates and Maori waka were joined by tall ships, ships from the
visiting Whitbread round-the-world race, surfboats, and outrigger canoes in an
'armada' of welcome to Queen Elizabeth. The Queen herself was to speak
admiringly of New Zealand's 'diversity of cultures', while the Prime Minister
underlined the 'common heritage' of a people whose 'ancestors navigated here
by the same stars and . . sailed out of the same sunrise'.39
The Great Voyage is a national myth that includes all New Zealanders while
conferring a special dignity upon thefirst-comers,the Maori. At Mount Smart,
the historical pageant was introduced by Maori ceremonies of welcome and by
a symbolic re-enactment of the Maori creation myth of Rangi and Papa.
Compared with the ceremonies of 1890 and 1940 there had been, as John Owens
acutely observed, 'areversalof roles for Maori and Pakeha'. The slackening of
the British tie had undermined the foundations of traditional Pakeha nationalism,
while the 'renaissance of Maori culture' hadreinforced'an increasing tendency
for non-Maoris to turn to the Maori heritage for the quintessential New Zealand
qualities'.60 In the approach to their Bicentenary, some Australians had looked
forward to a similar convergence of Aboriginal and European cultures.61 In New
58 New Zealand Herald, 25 January 1990, and New Zealand Broadcasting Commission television
coverage of Opening Ceremony.
59 New Zealand Herald,! February 1990.
60 John Owens, 'A nation with a distinctive experience and identity', New Zealand Herald, 7
February 1990.
61 See Bernard Smith, The Spectre of Truganini (1980 Boyer Lectures), Sydney, 1980, and
compare Peter Spearritt's remark: 'European Australians remain uncertain about how to create
indigenousrituals.Aborigines and Aboriginal iconography have been wheeled out at many previous
national ceremonies in a desperate attempt to display something genuinely Australian'. 'Celebration
of a Nation', p. 18. The cultural appropriation of Aboriginal myths and sacred sites by white
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Zealand, however, where the breaking of the Britishtiewas perhaps more keenly
felt and the indigenous culture more unified and more of a presence, the process
of cultural transference was much further advanced.
In the charged atmosphere of 1990, the Treaty of Waitangi had become, as
Erik Olssen noted, 'a symbol of Maori disaffection'.42 'We won't celebrate until
you honour the Treaty' was the ultimatum of radical Maori. Like Bob Hawke in
1988, Geoffrey Palmer approached the national holiday with an attitude of
indulgent neutrality towards the Maori protesters, admitting old wrongs, defending
theirrightto protest, yet urging them 'not to dwell unnecessarily on the past'.63
On 6 February, 50,000 spectators — more than the entire population of
Auckland in 1890 — assembled on the marae at Waitangi. Queen Elizabeth,
descendant of the Queen in whose name the Treaty had been signed, made a
circumspect speechregrettingthat the compact had been 'imperfectly observed'
but rejoicing that 'progress had been made in putting things right'. A young
Maori expressed her feelings more forcefully by hurling a black t-shirt at the
Queen. But it was the Bishop of Aotearoa, Whakahuihui Vercoe, speaking more
in sorrow than in anger, who best expressed the Maori sense of cultural loss.' You
have not honoured the Treaty', he told his audience.' We have not honoured each
other in the promises we made on this sacred ground. Since 1840 the partner that
has been marginalised is me—the language of this land is yours, the custom is
yours, the media by which we tell the world who we are are yours.'64
Who could gainsay the Bishop's judgement? Whatever allowance is made for
the ambiguities and defects of the Waitangi Treaty, and no matter how we
construe the motives of the original signatories, Maori are surely entitled to feel
that they have been the losers, culturally as well as economically, in the making
of modem New Zealand. Yet in another sense, Bishop Vercoe's accusation may
be mistaken for, although the language, customs, and media do not belong to the
Maori, neither do they belong entirely to the Pakeha. In a world where English
is spoken almost everywhere, where customs are increasingly standardized and
where local media are but ganglia in a global network, it is to the marginalized
indigenous minority that the culturally enervated majority often look to recover
their sense of locality and historical tradition.
TTie convergence of New World cities like Boston, Sydney, and Auckland
towards the myth of the Great Voyage is one sign of their incorporation into a
single trans-oceanic culture. The myth focuses our ideals on the experience of
journeying — of national becoming — rather than upon our origins or destination.
Yet, appropriate as such ideals may be in a world of migrants, many citydwellers continue to yearn for a 'civic religion' grounded in a deeper sense of
place and tradition. They want to be good global citizens, but they also want to
Australians is the subject of a perceptive essay by Julie Marcus, 'The Journey to the Centre. The
Cultural Appropriation of Ayers Rock', in Anna Rutherford, ed., Aboriginal Culture Today, Sydney,
1988, pp. 254-73.
62 'Confronting, for the first time, the awkward truth', New Zealand Herald, 8 February 1990.
63 ibid., 5 February 1990.
64 ibid., 7 February 1990.
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draw spiritual sustenancefroma place with its own 'special history, religion and
calendar'. In the ancient city, as Fustel de Coulanges noted, the values of the
religious and political association, civitas, derivedfromthe urbs, the place where
people dwelt, met, and worshipped. In the cities of the New World, the most
ancient of urban myths — the myth of the heroic founder — has been largely
rendered obsolete by the protests of ethnic and racial minorities and by the
scepticism of an anti-heroic age. The myth of the great treaty, of which Waitangi
is a powerful example, has also become a focus for contention, even though it
remains an ideal towards which even those nations which lack such a tradition,
such as my own, may continue to aspire.
It is, some would say, in the very nature of post-modern society to interrogate,
criticize, and ultimately to destroy, all such national myths.63 For better or for
worse, they would argue, we live in an era when such ties to kin, family,
neighbourhood, city, and nation are in radical dissolution. Yet, as Bostonians
discovered more than 200 years ago, it was the symbolic protests of the rebels,
of the outsiders, which became the nationalritualsof their descendants. So, we
may hope,fromthe discord of our national celebrations may emerge a deeper and
more enduring sense of nationhood.
GRAEME DAVISON
Monash University, Victoria

65 I have developed some of these points in 'The Use and Abuse of Australian History', in
Janson and Macintyre, Making the Bicentenary, pp. 55-76.

